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From: Brian Holiany,• 
To: dcl eA4, 
Date: Fri, Ma 17, 2000 7:44 AM 
Subject: Re: Fwd: research letter - on IP2 S/g's 

dave 
just realized you weren't on this list..  

i sent this out yesterday 
B
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From: Brian Holian 
To: A. Randolph Blough, Pete Eselgroth, William Ruland 
Date: Thu, Mar 16, 2000 4:17 PM 
Subject: Re: Fwd: research letter - on IP2 S/g's 

Just off the phone with Bill Bateman.. (4pm thurs) 
Wayne and I had talked with Bateman and Emmett Murphy earlier..  

They succeeded in stopping ADAMS distribution.. .and obtained the original on the way to PDR...  
The plan is for NRR to write a response to the issues in the RES memo...and release them 
simultaneously next week.. .1 have heard both Tues and Thurs as possible days ...  

RI copies of this draft memo should be held close.. .it is not publicly available yet.  

OPA (Beth Hayden) has a couple paragraph summary of a proposed response that Jack Strosnider put 
together at lunch today.. .assuming the RES memo was public... (Diane - please obtain...). Wayne and I 
had discussed the need for NRR to have a point person to take comments on this memo when it does go 
public. That is the genesis of this two paragraph response. I would use Strosnider/Bateman for "tough 
questions" that we may get.  
Other topics of our conversation with NRR earlier were: 

- expressed some concern over whether NRR was really satisfied with IP2 SG program. They are 
offering a lot of "suggestions"...which could easily be perceived as "loose regulations" in this SG area...  
(NRR responded that they realize, and have discussed, whether their is any violation...they have not been 
able to conclude the program is deficient. They conclude, at this point, TS were met. When asked 
whether the lack of good data from this tube, or row 2 tubes, consisted of an inadequate inspection...the 
response was the licensee was following their approved program...) 

- offered inspection help for following SG program onsite. (NRR is just back from the site...and will let us 
know if they need additional help onsite. They are basically waiting for more information at this 
time ...analysis lags tube inspection by a considerable time, relatively) 

- We informed NRR of 3/29 AIT exit and requested their presence 

- We discussed whether NRR was writing an "evaluation"... (they do foresee doing so...would like to get it 
out prior to restart... they were told the licensee may be looking at a 4/2 potential restart date).  

- Separate issue... Wayne, Larry D, and myself (and Rich C. later) discussed the need for a good scrub 
of EP issues... and are evaluating whether a meeting with the licensee on EP issues, prior to restart, 
would be useful for ensuring that all issues are fully discussed.  
-Brian 

>>> A. Randolph Blough 03/16 3:21 PM >>> 
update attached 

CC: April Smith, Diane Screnci, Joseph Shea, Lawrence Doerflein, Leanne Harrison, 
Peter Habighorst, Richard Barkley, Richard Crlenjak(...)


